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1. Introduction

Research for group III nitrides usually refers to the hexagonal
wurtzite phase. Nevertheless, it is also possible to grow nitrides
in the cubic phase. Besides the favorable mechanical,[1]

thermal,[1,2] and electro-optical[1,3] properties of nitrides, the effi-
ciency of devices is considerably diminished by the quantum
confined Stark effect (QSCE).[1] QSCE is a result of polarization
fields introduced by the crystal symmetry of a wurtzite unit cell
based on different atoms.[4] Despite more contributions to the
internal quantum efficiency of devices made of hexagonal group
III nitrides, QSCE may simply be suppressed by switching to the
metastable cubic zinc-blende structure.

Cubic group III nitrides already received
some attention among different research
groups. Epitaxial growth of cubic
gallium nitride (c-GaN) was conducted on
different substrates with a suitable (zinc-
blende) structure, e.g., Si, GaAs, MgO,
and 3C-SiC.[5] However, the minimal lattice
mismatch is 3.2% for c-GaN/3C-SiC (001).
While the cubic phase can be epitaxially
purported, overcoming metastability, the
crystal quality (dislocation density, surface
roughness) is very limited due to lattice
mismatch.

Several ways to compensate for the mis-
match are described in the literature[6–11] for
zinc-blende material systems. Mismatch in
such systems can be compensated by phase
transitions of merging growth fronts,[6,7]

aspect ratio trapping (ART),[9,10] nano-
heteroepitaxy (NHE),[8] epitaxial lateral

overgrowth (ELO),[11] and more.
Liu and Bayram et al.[6,7] revealed that if two hexagonal GaN

growth fronts merge with a tetrahedron bonding angle of
109.47°, cubic GaN via a wurtzite to the cubic phase transition
is formed on (111) faceted Si (001) substrate. The work of
Kemper[8] revealed defect-free c-GaN nucleation on (111) facets
of 3C-SiC (001). Reproducing this on purpose with pre-patterned
substrates and proper selective area growth (SAG) could result in
fewer defective c-GaN layers after coalescence.

ART[9] was shown to be a very potent technique for reducing
dislocation densities. Smooth surfaces after the coalescence of
GaAs were shown by Hsu et al.[10] for selective growth on Si
covered with SiO2 growth masks. The geometrical aspect ratio
between mask opening and mask thickness can be designed
in a way that stacking faults (SFs) terminate on the SiO2 side-
walls. This process is called trapping as the SFs cannot propagate
out of the growthmask. For gallium nitride, with�54.7° SF, such
masks would require an aspect ratio of 1.4 at least.

Besides the work of Kemper,[8] all of the mentioned
techniques were performed in metal–organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) setups, where selectivity could be achieved
by just offering<001> and<111> facets. In our plasma-assisted
molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE) setup, this requires a growth
mask and parameters (e.g., III/V flux ratio, substrate tempera-
ture) optimized for selective deposition.

SAG of cubic gallium nitride (c-GaN) by PAMBE was first
reported by Meier et al.[12] in macroscopic mask openings,
employing SiO2 as a growth mask. To research ART, ELO,
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Herein, the possibilities of nanoselective area growth (NSAG) of cubic gallium
nitride on 3C-SiC/Si (001) pseudo substrates are studied. Growth is masked by
SiO2 patterned with hole arrays and groove structures. Nanosphere lithography
and block-copolymer lithography are employed to pattern holes with diameters of
130 and 17 nm, respectively. Electron beam lithography is used to pattern grooves.
Patterns are transferred into SiO2 and 3C-SiC by reactive ion etching with CHF3/Ar
and SF6 chemistry, correspondingly. It is possible to demonstrate phase pure
nanoselective nucleation of c-GaN on<001> and<111> facets of 3C-SiC. Phase
pure nucleation of cubic gallium nitride is confirmed by transmission electron
microscopy measurements on the nanoscopic scale. A hexagonal fraction of 17.6%
is achieved on the macroscopic scale measured by high-resolution X-ray diffraction
(HRXRD), employing V-shaped grooves on 4° miscut substrates. Furthermore, the
possibility of coalescence after NSAG is demonstrated with the dominant cubic
phase.
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and phase transition techniques on c-GaN, selectivity has to be
achieved on nanoscopic patterns. In addition, coalescence has to
be achieved after nano-selective nucleation. If SAG of c-GaN is
possible on nanoscales, crystal quality could be improved when
growing c-GaN on 3C-SiC (001) by PAMBE, utilizing the afore-
mentioned techniques.

Recently, a model for SAG of h-GaN has been proposed by
Gridchin et al.[13] that also fits our observations qualitatively.
It postulates that, within certain ranges, different growth regimes
can be described by III/V flux ratios versus substrate tempera-
ture. For high substrate temperatures and small III/V flux ratios,
no growth occurs because the residence time of Ga is too small
for nucleation. If it is vice versa, growth happens on all surfaces
and is not selective. From substrate temperatures of 775 °C to
over 900 °C, they postulate a range of III/V flux ratios for every
substrate temperature actually resulting in SAG of GaN.

The growth mechanism of c-GaN at such high temperatures
in PAMBE setups is still subject to current research.
Nevertheless, such growth temperatures were reported to result
in high cubic phase contents in MOCVD setups.[14] This work is
meant to prove the concept of nano-SAG by deposition of c-GaN
in different structures.

2. Experimental Section

Within this section, the utilized substrates, the deposition, and the
structuring of SiO2 as well as c-GaN growth will be discussed
briefly. For the deposition of mask materials physical vapor depo-
sition (PVD), plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD), and thermal oxidation were applied. Lithographic tech-
niques, like nanosphere lithography (NSL), block co-polymer
lithography (BCP), and electron beam lithography (EBL) were
employed for structuring. Reactive ion etching (RIE) processes
were utilized for etching the 3C-SiC/Si (001) pseudo substrates
and SiO2 masks. The section is concluded with a description of
GaN deposition within our PAMBE setup and a rough description
of transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) specimen preparation.

3C-SiC/Si (001) substrates were supplied by NovaSic[15] and
3C-SiC/Si (001) with 4° miscut toward [110] were supplied by
Kubos.[16] 200 nm thick films of SiO2 were employed to achieve
growth masks for PAMBE of GaN.

Plasma deposition of (P-)SiO2 was done in an Oxford
Plasmalab 80 PECVD apparatus. P-SiO2 was grown at a rate
of 73 nmmin�1 at 300 °C. The plasma was operated at 20W,
1000mTorr, and supplied with 400 SCCM of SiH4 and N2O.

Thermal oxides (T-SiO2) were also employed. As reported,
plasma-deposited masks yielded a difference in substrate
temperatures necessary for SAG of GaN of about 40 °C.[12]

Besides different substrate and mask roughnesses after process-
ing, the thermally oxidized substrates formed an oxide on all
surfaces whereas P-SiO2 is only deposited on the front side of
the wafer. After deposition of 200 nm of T-SiO2 on the SiC-side
of 3C-SiC/Si (001), about 1.5 μm of T-SiO2 was observed on the
Si-side of the 3C-SiC/Si (001), resulting in a perfect mirror for
thermal radiation. This could explain the significant change in
substrate behavior while conducting SAG with T-SiO2. As a
consequence, this work will mainly focus on P-SiO2. All samples

were treated with acetone and isopropanol before and after the
deposition of SiO2.

Patterning of larger areas (A> 2� 2 cm2) was done by NSL
and BCP.[17–19] Resulting masks consisted of hexagonally
close-packed holes. The processes were designed to yield nomi-
nal hole diameters of 130 nm (NSL) and 17 nm (BCP). EBL was
used to write grooves with a nominal width of 100 nm and length
of 1 mm. The grooves were separated by SiO2 barriers, designed
to be 150 nm thick.

NSL utilized polystyrene spheres with a diameter of 200 nm
that can be deposited in monolayers. Deposition was done by
convective self-assembly by doctor blading, leading to a hexago-
nal close-packed monolayer of spheres.[17] Subsequently, the
spheres were shrunk from 200 nm to 130 nm in diameter by
an RIE step with Ar/O2 chemistry. The shrunk spheres were then
covered with 12.5 nm of nickel by PVD and removed with tolu-
ene in a supersonic bath. The remaining nickel layer with holes
serves as a hard mask for the RIE of SiO2. Afterward, nickel was
removed by diluted H2SO4 in a supersonic bath.

Experimental details on the fabrication of a BCP mask can
be found in ref. [17]. BCP employed a mixture of poly(styrene-
b-methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) that is spin-coated onto
the substrate. The following annealing above the glass transition
temperature generated microphase separation leading to PMMA
cylinders in a PS matrix. The PMMA was then selectively
removed, leaving the PS matrix that serves as a hard mask for
the RIE of P-SiO2. Subsequently, the PS matrix was removed
by diluted H2SO5 in a supersonic bath.

Patterning of V-shaped grooves was achieved by e-beam
lithography EBL in a Raith Pioneer field emission scanning
electron microscope. Samples were spin-coated with Zeon
Corporation ZEP520A[20] resist at 5500 rpm followed by a bake
at 180 °C for 150 s. Patterning was done with a dose of
75 μC cm�2. For every 10 grooves, the photo-resist mask needed
a 500 nm barrier (spacer) for stabilization. To achieve V-shaped
grooves in 3C-SiC, a subsequent SF6 RIE step was employed,
using the SiO2 as a hard mask for RIE. Development of the
EBL resist was done in n-amyl acetate, followed by isopropyl alco-
hol and deionized water rinse. The patterned EBL resist was then
used as a hard mask for SiO2 and the subsequent SF6 RIE.
ZEP520A was removed by hot acetone in a supersonic bath.
All three lithography methods require careful optimization in
terms of hard mask deposition parameters, RIE parameters,
and wet chemical selective etching of hard masks. A special chal-
lenge is a circumstance, that it was not possible to remove the
BCP and EBL resists in an oxygen plasma as usually employed,
because this oxidizes uncovered 3C-SiC, rendering the substrate
unusable. Results of the optimized and final patterns are shown
in Figure 1 and discussed in the results section.

SiO2 RIE was done in an Oxford Plasmalab 100, operated at
25W, 30mTorr, and fed with 20 SCCM of each, CHF3 and Ar.
SF6 RIE was also done in an Oxford Plasmalab 100 but was oper-
ated at 100W, 95mTorr, and supplied with 100 SCCM of SF6.

After another acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and deionized water
rinse, the patterned samples were introduced into the ultra high
vacuum (UHV) of our PAMBE. Parameters for SAG were esti-
mated with substrate temperatures ranging from 870 to
955 °C. Gallium beam equivalent pressures (BEP) were varied
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from 6.5� 10�8 to 2.9� 10�6mbar. At regular growth condi-
tions, at a substrate temperature of around 720 °C, described
by Lischka et al.,[5] Ga flux is � 2� 1014 Atoms ½cm2s��1 at a
Ga BEP of about 10�7mbar. Growth was conducted for 3 h in
most cases.

While NSL masks served for parameter search, grooves were
employed to see if c-GaN can be deposited onto the<111> facets
of 3C-SiC without the formation of hexagonal interlayers or
inclusions. BCP masks were employed to test if coalescence is
possible after NSAG. All masks were also meant to prove the
possibility of SAG on the nanoscale with the smallest nominal
feature size of 20 nm (BCP). BCP was tested heteroepitaxially
on 3C-SiC (001) and homoepitaxially on a 40 nm c-GaN (001)
buffer on 3C-SiC.

Post-growth characterization was done by means of TEM in a
JEOL JEM-ARM200F at 200 kV, TEM bright field on a 4 k� 4 k
CMOS camera (Gatan OneView) without any contrast enhancing
objective lens aperture. TEM samples were conventionally pre-
pared with cross-section mechanical dimple grinding followed
by an ion milling step in a GATAN PIPS.

Surface morphologies were imaged by the same Raith Pioneer
field emission scanning electron microscope used for EBL. For

imaging, it is operated at 5 kV and detects backscattered electrons
by the “Gemini in-lens” detector.

Furthermore, high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) was
conducted in a Malvern X’Pert device, using a copper anode
operated at 40mA and 45 kV. Especially the very small deposited
volumes made both techniques very challenging. For HRXRD
everything but the structure was either masked with lead tape
or cleaved out.

3. Results and Discussion

The results will be discussed with respect to the employed mask
structure. At first, an overview of the achieved patterns is given to
show what structures were tinkered with and utilized in this
work. To confirm crystallographic phases from TEM images
on nanoscopic scales, theoretical and real images of the wurtzite
and zinc blende lattice as well as their fast Fourier transforms
(FFTs) are compared. The following three subsections depict
and discuss the results from the overgrowth of NSL, EBL, and
BCP patterned 3C-SiC and SiO2. As NSL allows the patterning
of large areas within a reasonable time, it was mainly employed

Figure 1. Scanning electronmicroscope (SEM) images of employed SiO2masks. a) Top-down view of grooves etched into P-SiO2, electron beam lithography
(EBL) resist already removed. b) 45° tilted view of cleaved V-shaped grooves in 3C-SiC after SF6 reactive ion etching (RIE). c) Top-down view of nanosphere
lithography (NSL) mask transferred into T-SiO2 by RIE, with nickel already removed. d,e) 45° tilted view of a cleaved NSL masks etched into: (d) P-SiO2 and
(e) T-SiO2, nickel already removed. f ) Top-down view of a block co-polymer lithography (BCP) mask transferred into 20 nm of P-SiO2, PS mask already
removed. The c-GaN buffer layer is visible through the P-SiO2 mask. g) Side-view of a cleaved BCP mask etched into P-SiO2 with PS still on top.
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to probe for parameters leading to SAG on partially masked
3C-SiC (001) surfaces. EBL was used for the patterning of
V-shaped grooves. Such grooves approximately expose <111>
facets of 3C-SiC, and therefore allow to test NSAG on
3C-SiC (111). The experiments were concluded by reducing
the structure sizes of about one order of magnitude by utilizing
a BCP process, yielding hole diameters of 17 nm instead of the
130 nm achieved by NSL.

Figure 1 shows the results of SiO2 patterning by SEM imag-
ing. Figure 1a shows grooves with vertical sidewalls in SiO2 on a
3C-SiC/Si (001) substrate. EBL resist was removed with acetone
and the mask fulfilled the aforementioned nominal dimensions.
A subsequent SF6 RIE process transferred the grooves into
3C-SiC with an anisotropic etch approximately dissecting
<111> facets along [110] as shown in Figure 1b. Performing
RIE without removing EBL resist beforehand results in smoother
SiO2 surfaces. Nevertheless, structuring V-shaped grooves
always leaves the SiO2 mask damaged as the EBL resist is not
resistant enough to withstand SF6 RIE.

NSL patterned structures on thermal and plasma-deposited
silicon oxides can be seen in Figure 1c–e. Structuring with
NSL worked as described in the Experimental Section, creating
mask openings with a diameter of 130 nm and a depth of
200 nm. Sidewalls look steep and the etching is selective with
negligible over-etching into the substrate. Also, the SiO2 surface
is completely protected by the Ni-hard mask.

BCP lithography was conducted on a 20 nm P-SiO2 film
deposited on 40 nm of c-GaN. Figure 1f depicts the BCP pat-
terned P-SiO2 after processing in the top-down view. Besides
the 17 nm openings, the c-GaN buffer morphology is visible

through the 20 nm thick P-SiO2 mask. Figure 1g shows a
side-view of the BCP patterned P-SiO2 mask after RIE process-
ing. Dimensions were estimated from the SEM images. Before
depositing P-SiO2 the c-GaN surface exhibited a root mean
square roughness of 1 nm on a 10� 10 μm2 area measured by
atomic force microscopy (AFM). The aspect ratio of 1 was chosen
as the geometrical arrangement of evaporation cells and
substrate is limiting the Ga flux to reach the bottom of holes with
an aspect ratio greater than 1.8. Besides that, the focus of
implementing the BCP process was to experimentally verify
the possibility of coalescence after NSAG of GaN.

On nanoscopic scales, the GaN phase had to be verified by the
FFT of the TEM images. Figure 2 gives an idea of how to inter-
pret the TEM images and the FFT patterns obtained from them.

Figure 2a shows the zinc blende unit cell and its projection
toward [110] zone axis orientation with a ball and stick theme
plotted with Vesta.[21] Figure 2b depicts a bright field TEM
measurement of the real lattice which matches the reorientated
ball and stick theme. Figure 2c,d shows FFTs of simulated and
TEMmeasured c-GaN, respectively. Simulation of FFT was done
by Carine.[22] If the FFT pattern resembles a parallelogram, with
equidistant reflexes, a cubic phase can be assumed.

3.1. GaN Growth on NSL Mask Patterned 3C-SiC (001)

NSAGwas carried out onNSL patterned SiO2masks on 3C-SiC (001)
substrates first. It was possible to achieve nanoselective
growth on plasma deposited and thermal silicon oxides. The first
striking insight is that selective growth can be achieved within a
large range of substrate temperature and III/V flux ratio pairs,

Figure 2. a) Vesta drawing of the zinc blende unit cell of GaN and zone axis orientation toward [110]. b) transmission electron microscope (TEM) bright
field image of the real c-GaN lattice. c) Carine fast Fourier transform (FFT) simulation of the simulated and reorientated unit cell. d) FFT of the TEM bright
field image, confirming cubic phase.
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opening a big parameter space as also described by Gridchin
et al.[13] To emphasize this, Figure 3 shows NSAG for substrate
temperatures of 870, 890, and 935 °C on NSL-structured SiO2

masks. Figure 3a,b shows overgrown T-SiO2 masks and
Figure 3c–e shows overgrown P-SiO2 masks. To achieve selective
growth, either the substrate temperature or the III/V flux ratio
has to be fixed. However, the growth rate is strongly coupled to
selectivity and it was not possible to achieve growth rates above
80 nm h�1 while maintaining good selectivity. Dividing the grain
sizes along [001] by the total deposition time of 3 h approximates
the total growth rate. This assumption neglects the fact that the
growth rates of forming nuclei (nucleation) and quasi-2D island
growth (steady state) mode deviate.[23] Samples with good selectiv-
ity grow extremely slow (compare Figure 3a,b). Both depicted sam-
ples were overgrown for 3 h. In case of Figure 3b, the total growth
rate was below 10 nmh�1. It is unclear to what extend both growth
regimes are influenced by selective growth. As the SAG process
can be modeled by nucleation rates[13] it is thinkable that the total
growth rate is lowered by delayed nucleation of GaN. Once
nucleated, the steady-,state growth rate could remain unchanged.
To properly address this question, the nucleation process at such
high temperatures has to be researched further.

The morphology of selectively grown GaN crystals within holes
is somehow randomly distributed. A lot of holes are filled by grains
with a characteristic V-shape (see Figure 3a). This can be attributed
to the rotation of the sample (see Section 3.2). The other holes are
either filled with single- or multi-domain grains. The holes are
large enough for more than one nucleus (see Figure 3b). If multi-
ple nuclei coalesce, defects can be introduced and growth is
perturbed, leading to different grains within every hole (see
Figure 3c). In case of a single grain, growth happens dominantly
along <111> facets (see Figure 3d). While such a grain is still
cubic, <111> facets of c-GaN are known to have a good chance
of undergoing a zinc blende to the wurtzite phase transition.

When samples rotate the impinging flux III/V ratio on each
<111> facet oscillates. This causes the growth to oscillate
between metal and nitrogen rich. Excess nitrogen promotes
the formation of hexagonal inclusions.[5,24] Figure 3d shows
how a hexagonal [0001] GaN rod emerged from a [111] facet
of the c-GaN grain. If this happens in both directions, the

characteristic V-shape is formed. The V-shape is probably a result
of crystal twinning introduced by rotation. In the case of
Figure 3c,d the grains grow flat to some extent. It is not clear,
how to precisely control morphology when conducting NSAG,
yet. An important step for morphology control would be homo-
geneous nucleation. Thin GaN or aluminum nitride (AlN) buffer
layers, below the SiO2 masks, could help to achieve homoge-
neous nucleation when conducting SAG.

Nevertheless, if the characteristic V-shape does not occur,
grains seem to grow in the zinc blende phase with stacking faults
(SFs) along the <111> facets. Figure 4 shows such a
grain, depicted by a cross-section bright field TEM image.
The horizontal pattern across the grain is a result of TEM
preparation. SF are forming on both, the c-GaN/3C-SiC and

Figure 3. Angled- and side-view SEM images of different overgrown NSL patterned SiO2 masks. All samples were overgrown for 3 h. a,b) T-SiO2 NSL
pattern overgrown at a substrate temperature of 890 °C: (a) was overgrown with a Ga BEP of 6.9� 10�7mbar and (b) was overgrown with a Ga BEP of
3.7� 10�7mbar. c–e) Overgrown P-SiO2 NSLmasks: (c) was overgrown at 870 °C with a Ga BEP of 6.5� 10�8mbar, (d,e) were overgrown at 935 °C with a
Ga BEP of 3.7� 10�7mbar.

Figure 4. Rotated TEM cross-section bright field image of a selectively
grown GaN grain within an opening of a P-SiO2 mask. FFT inset
(red box) suggests phase pure cubic GaN.
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c-GaN/SiO2 interfaces. It looks like SF disappear somehow with-
out annihilation. SF termination, and therefore ART was difficult
to show, yet. SF formmostly in the vicinity of the sidewalls of the
holes. On the top part of the grain, however, approaching the
mask opening, phase pure cubic GaN was observed as can be
seen by the FFT inset in Figure 4. No SF is observable in the
top part of the grain.

3.2. GaN Growth on V-Shaped Groove Patterned 3C-SiC (001)

As observed by Kemper,[8] c-GaN can be grown in V-shaped
3C-SiC grooves approximately exposing <111> facets along
[110] without hexagonal interlayers. Previous works were not
doing this selectively. As proper parameters were estimated by
Meier et al.[12] we were able to reproduce this purposefully
and selectively.

Figure 5 shows SEM and TEM images of a sample overgrown
at 935 °C with Ga BEP of 2.9⋅10�6 mbar. To achieve nucleation on
3C-SiC surfaces, approximately dissecting <111> facets, a
higher III/V flux ratio was necessary compared to NSAG on
3C-SiC (001). Increasing the Ga flux resulted in the good filling
of grooves. The grains expose the typical V-shape that was already
observed when overgrowing holes patterned by NSL. The side
view of the grooves shows three domains within the grains
(see red dashed lines). Figure 5a,b shows TEM measurements
and their FFT from the grooves’ tip and the intersection of
the grain boundaries.

Nearly defect-free cubic GaN can be observed within the tip.
This is also confirmed by the FFTs given in the insets. At the
grain boundary intersection, a c-GaN(111)/h-GaN(0001) transi-
tion can be observed. The (111)/(0001) interface of the phase
transition seems to intersect with the 3C-SiC/SiO2 interface.
FFTs of the areas next to the grain boundaries reveal hexagonal
GaN (see Figure 5c). Beyond the cubic to the hexagonal phase
transition, GaN continues to grow as a hexagonal twin. Crystal
twins form the V-shape that has already been observed when
overgrowing NSL masks. Again, this is caused by sample rota-
tion. When overgrowing grooves, this can be avoided by precisely
aligning the substrate with respect to the gallium cell and
growing without rotation. The Ga flux vector projection onto
the samples surface has to be parallel to the grooves. Figure 5
clearly shows that it is possible to have c-GaN purposefully
nucleate on <111> facets of 3C-SiC in V-shaped grooves along
[110], verified by TEM imaging.

Figure 6 shows SEM images of another sample, grown at
955 °C with a Ga BEP of 3.2⋅10�6 mbar and without rotation
for 3 h. For the substrate temperature of 935 °C, the growth
was not selective (see Figure 5). For that reason, the substrate
temperature was increased to restore selectivity. The substrate
was carefully aligned to have the Ga beam irradiate the tips of
the grooves. This was achieved by orientating the substrate with
respect to the Ga cell by macroscopic marks scribed into the
sample before conducting EBL. Grooves are then orientated with
respect to the scribing marks. The marks themselves are visible
after introducing the sample into the PAMBE setup. By aligning
the scribing marks toward the Ga cell, one also aligns the
grooves. Together these measures restored selectivity and led
to the controlled filling of the grooves without any obvious

hexagonal inclusions. Furthermore, this observation proves that
the origin of V-shaped grains is the rotation of the sample and
that V-shapes are the results of crystal twinning.

Figure 6 left shows the top-down SEM view of 10 overgrown
grooves. At this stage, different surface morphologies emerge
with a boundary. From the micrometer scale of the boundary,
such domains are suspected to correspond to the anti-phase

Figure 5. SEM and TEM images of overgrown V-shaped grooves in 3C-SiC.
a) SEM side-view showing grooves filled with GaN in masked 3C-SiC.
b) TEM image of the tip region confirming phase pure c-GaN. c) TEM image
of the grain boundary intersection showing a cubic to hexagonal phase tran-
sition, forming a hexagonal twin. Phases were identified by FFT insets.
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domain (APD) of the 3C-SiC substrate. Both domains are marked
with 1 or 2.

Figure 6 right shows side-view SEM images of three cleaved
grooves with respect to each domain. For both domains, the
grooves have been filled bottom up. No grain boundaries can
be seen in the side view. To estimate cubic phase content
HRXRD was conducted. Reciprocal space maps (RSMs) of the
002 Reflex along both main azimuths allow to estimate the
hexagonal fraction by comparing integral intensities of cubic
and hexagonal reflections.[25] The sample shown in Figure 6
exhibits a hexagonal phase fraction of 44%.

APDs, originating from the 3C-SiC substrate, can be avoided
by employing miscut substrates.[26] APDs form when growing
3C-SiC on Si because of monoatomic steps.[27] By employing
miscut Si, the formation of APDs is already suppressed during
3C-SiC growth and therefore cannot influence GaN epilayers. To

prove that observed domains correspond to APDs and to further
optimize the homogeneity of nanoselectively grown GaN in
V-shaped grooves, 4° miscut 3C-SiC substrates, with the miscut
aligned towards [110], were employed.

Figure 7 shows SEM images of two samples overgrown at
950 °C with Ga BEP of 3.6� 10�6 mbar and without rotation
for 3 h. Grooves were orientated parallel with respect to the 4°
miscut towards [110]. Red arrows indicate the direction of the
miscut. It can be seen from the comparison that the formation
of domains may be overcome by the implementation of miscut
substrates. Earlier experiments in our PAMBE setup also
revealed that no APDs form when GaN is grown on unpatterned
miscut 3C-SiC. Here it was possible to mimic both morphologies
(Figure 6 1,2) by just aligning the grooves parallel (Figure 7b) and
perpendicular (Figure 7a) to the miscut. When the grooves are
perpendicular and parallel to miscut the morphology resembles

Figure 6. SEM images of selectively overgrown V-shaped grooves. a) Top-down view of the grooves. Anti-phase domains (APDs) cause different mor-
phologies (markers 1 and 2) of the grown GaN. b) Side-view along domain 1. c) Side-view along domain 2. Overgrowth was done at 955 °C with a Ga beam
equivalent pressure (BEP) of 3.2� 10�6mbar.

Figure 7. SEM images of two selectively overgrown samples of V-shaped grooves in miscut 3C-SiC. Miscut is orientated toward [110] and its direction
is indicated by a red arrow for each sample. a,c) Top-down and side-view of overgrown grooves perpendicular to miscut (h-GaN content �18%).
b,d) Top-down and side-view of overgrown grooves parallel to miscut (h-GaN content �95%).
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domains 1 and 2 of the previous sample, respectively. This also
prooves that the domains really correspond to the APD’s of the
3C-SiC substrate.

RSM of the 002 reflexes along both main azimuths implies
very different phase contents dependent on the chosen groove
orientation with respect to miscut. While GaN grown nanoselec-
tively in grooves perpendicular to the miscut (see Figure 7 left)
exhibits a hexagonal phase content of only 17.6%, selectively
grown GaN in grooves parallel to the miscut (see Figure 7 right)
yielded a hexagonal content of �95%. When the grooves are
parallel to miscut the grown GaN grains look very smooth but

are hexagonal. For grooves perpendicular to miscut, the lowest
hexagonal content was achieved, yet.

Figure 8 shows the RSMs along both main azimuths for the
sample with grooves perpendicular (Figure 7a) to the miscut. As
the substrate is miscut 4° toward [110], it is possible to plot both
RSMs within one graph. Besides the strong 3C-SiC (002)
reflection, c-GaN (002) reflections are visible, despite the tiny
deposited volume.

Hexagonal GaN, grown on c-GaN facets, causes (10-11) and
(1011) reflections. One can also see a preferred orientation of
hexagonal inclusions. The Debye ring corresponds to Pb (002)
which was used to cover everything but the structure. 17.6%
of hexagonal inclusions was the best value achieved for growing
c-GaN selectively into V-shaped grooves in 3C-SiC (001), yet. The
hexagonal fraction of 17.6% may be significantly lowered by
further optimization of growth parameters.

3.3. GaN Growth on BCP Mask Patterned 3C-SiC (001)

After demonstrating the possibility of nanoselective c-GaN growth
on<001> and<111> surfaces of 3C-SiC, coalescence after selec-
tive nucleation is demonstrated, employing BCP patterning. This
experiment was conducted homo- and heteroepitaxially at param-
eters found useful for the overgrowth of the V-shaped grooves.
Thus, such parameters could be far from optimal.

Growth was conducted at a substrate temperature of 950 °C
and a Ga BEP of 2.9� 10�6 mbar for 2 h. Figure 9 shows
SEM images of the sample homoepitaxially overgrown, employ-
ing a c-GaN buffer. The top row shows the morphology of the
sample’s surface with increasing distance to the sample’s center.
The different morphologies are a result of a substrate tempera-
ture gradient. Approximately, this gives insight into different
stages of growth.

Image (a) is from the sample’s center (highest temperature),
and shows selectively nucleated GaN with beginning

Figure 9. SEM images of a nanoselectively overgrown BCP P-SiO2 mask covering a c-GaN buffer. a) Top-down view of the samples center after over-
growth. b) Top-down view 3mm away from the samples center, exposing a closed film with cubic facets. c) Top-down view from the samples edge.
Selectivity was not good enough to suppress parasitic nucleation but shows filled holes. d) Side-view of the coalesced GaN layer.

Figure 8. Reciprocal space map (RSM) of selectively overgrown V-shaped
grooves orientated perpendicular toward the [110] miscut direction of the
3C-SiC/Si (001) substrate (Figure 7 left). By calculating the ratio of integral
intensities for the visible GaN reflexes, hexagonal content was estimated
to be 17.6%.[25]
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coalescence. In between coalescing nuclei, it looks like the hole
was filled selectively. However, grains grow at different speeds
not resulting in a closed layer after 2 h of deposition. On coa-
lesced grains, typical cubic facetation starts to emerge.

The top middle picture is about 3mm away from the sample’s
center and indicates that a slightly lower substrate temperature
results in faster nucleation, thus giving nuclei more time for
coalescence. Even with some tiny gaps the layer looks closed
and coalesced. It exhibits facets with a 90° angle in between,
indicating a cubic phase.

The top right picture was taken from the vicinity of the edge of
the sample (lowest temperature). The parasitic nuclei cast Ga
shadows for the impinging beam, and therefore suppress the
growth of grains in the nanoscopic openings. Nevertheless, it
is clearly visible that the holes were selectively filled, thus
confirming SAG on scales down to 17 nm all over the surface
of the sample.

The large bottom picture depicts a side view along the coa-
lesced layer (top middle picture). Besides underlining proper coa-
lescence again, it shows that the facetation is caused by SFs
propagating through the layer toward the surface.

Figure 10 shows the RSMs of the (002) reflections for the
homoepitaxially grown sample. Hexagonal phase content
was calculated to be 29% after taking the c-GaN buffer into
account. Without subtracting the phase pure buffer, of about
40 nm thickness, hexagonal content is as low as 19%. The
tilt of hexagonal reflexes could be a hint that we also measured
the parasitically nucleated GaN on the SiO2 mask, thus
increasing the measured hexagonal content. In contrast, het-
eroepitaxial growth on masked 3C-SiC resulted in a layer
thickness of 70 nm with a hexagonal content of about 44%.
This reveals that a c-GaN buffer is beneficial for selective
nucleation. Up to now we could not achieve reduced SF den-
sities compared to c-GaN thin films grown on unmasked and
unpatterned 3C-SiC (001). However, the presented results
look promising.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we demonstrated the NSAG growth of cubic gal-
lium nitride. We were able to deposit phase pure c-GaN grains

in 130 nm NSL mask openings, confirmed by FFT of TEM
bright-field images. Furthermore, defect-free nucleation of
c-GaN on <111> facets of 3C-SiC/Si (001), inside V-shaped
grooves, was shown by TEM. The best structural results on mac-
roscopic scales (1� 1mm2) were achieved by employing miscut
substrates, suppressing APD formation. GaN grown in V-shaped
grooves perpendicular to miscut exhibited a hexagonal phase
content of 17.6%, estimated by HRXRD. Additionally, we found
that the rotation of samples promotes the formation of hexagonal
phase and twins on <111> facets of c-GaN and 3C-SiC. Finally,
we were able to achieve c-GaN coalescence after NSAG on BCP
masks. Growth in BCP masks confirms NSAG down to structure
sizes of 17 nm and additionally shows that it is possible to
achieve coalescence afterward, resulting in a cubic film.
HRXRD revealed a hexagonal phase content of 29% after
coalescence.

Together these results are very promising. After optimization
of the structure processing and growth parameters, they could
deliver an opportunity for the improvement of the structural
quality of c-GaN to device qualities, overcoming the limits of
lattice-mismatch-induced defects.
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Figure 10. RSMs of the (002) reflections along both main azimuths. Hexagonal content was estimated to be �19%.[25]
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